“Al Kout” Festival 2010

April 21-22
12pm-7pm

CENTER STAGE PROGRAM

12:00-1:00 pm: AUK Student Musicians, Western and Kuwaiti genres
1:00-2:00 pm: “Sawt” Performers, Traditional lute music of Kuwait
2:00-3:00 pm: Bedouin Poets of Kuwait
3:00-4:00 pm
a. Women Only, Dara’a & Abaya Fashion Show Multipurpose Room
b. Misc. Performers, Center Stage area
4:00-4:40 pm: Classical South Indian Karnatic Music
4:40-5:10 pm: International Guest Musicians
5:00-7 pm:
   a. 21 APRIL, VIP Welcome Tour; BIN HUSSEIN SEA BAND;
      Bahraini Heritage Ensemble Wedding Traditions, “Yelwa”
      and “Mrada”
   b. 22 APRIL: 5:00-5:30 Bahraini Heritage Ensemble,
      Wedding Tradition “Yelwa” and “Mrada”
      April 22: 5:30 pm, MAYOUF SEA BAND

SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. FOR UPDATES
CHECK ARABIAN HERITAGE LINK
AT AUK.EDU.KW